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Coupling of Vibrational Excitation to the Rotational Motion of a Single Adsorbed Molecule

B. C. Stipe, M. A. Rezaei, and W. Ho
Laboratory of Atomic and Solid State Physics and Center for Materials Research, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 1

(Received 16 March 1998)

The reversible rotation of a single isolated acetylene molecule between two diagonal sites on
the Cu(100) surface at 8 K was induced and monitored with tunneling electrons from a scanning
tunneling microscope (STM). Excitation of the C—H (C—D) stretch mode of C2H2 (C2D2) at
358 meV (266 meV) led to a 10-fold (60-fold) increase in the rotation rate. This increase is attributed
to energy transfer from the C—H (C—D) stretch mode to the hindered rotational motion of the
molecule. Inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy with the STM provides the energies of the stretch
modes and allows a quantitative determination of the inelastic tunneling and coupling probabilities.
[S0031-9007(98)06800-8]

PACS numbers: 68.35.Ja, 07.79.Cz, 34.50.Ez, 61.16.Ch
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The concept of the reaction coordinate hinges on t
notion that motions of specific bonds dictate the progress
the reaction. By selectively exciting these bonds, the rat
and pathways of chemical reactions can be affected.
addition to selective deposition of energy into the reactio
coordinates, it is necessary for the reaction to occur prior
the dissipation and randomization of the initially localize
energy [1–4]. Fast energy transfer has been the bottlen
in the realization of bond-selected chemistry.

The unique capabilities of the scanning tunneling m
croscope (STM) allow one to excite individual molecule
and observe the resulting motions. For example, it w
demonstrated that tunneling electrons from the STM c
be used to induce and image the dissociation of an isola
O2 molecule adsorbed on the Pt(111) surface [5]. Inela
tic tunneling electrons were used to excite the reactio
coordinate, thensOOd stretch. Excitation of the hindered
rotational mode of the nearly parallel bonded O2 mole-
cule also led to its reversible rotation [6]. By scannin
the STM tip at a high bias voltage, reversible rotation o
antimony dimers on the Si(100) surface was also observ
[7]. Using a tracking technique, quantitative studies we
made on the reversible rotation rates of individual Si a
dimers on the Si(100) surface as a function of temperatu
and electric field [8].

In this paper, tunneling electrons were used to indu
and monitor the motions of a single molecule, namel
acetylene adsorbed on Cu(100) at 8 K. We demonstr
a novel application of the STM to directly probe the cou
pling of a specific vibrational mode of the molecule to it
hindered rotational motion. Even though intramolecula
energy transfer has been investigated extensively in t
gas phase by lasers [1,2], the STM allows a direct a
clear visualization of the process. Single molecule vibr
tional spectroscopy allows the deduction of this couplin
and a quantitative determination of the coupling probab
ity. The induced rotation rate was found to decrease
the STM tip was laterally displaced away from the cente
of the molecule and exhibited an anisotropic spatial d
pendence of molecular dimensions. It is shown how th
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analysis of single-molecule vibrational modes and sing
molecule motions can enhance our understanding of
ergy transfer at atomic length scales.

The STM is homemade and operates in ultrahi
vacuum [9]. The temperature of both the sample and
STM can be varied over the range 8 to 350 K. T
polycrystalline tungsten tip was prepared by sputter
and annealing. Large defect-free regions of the Cu(1
surface were obtained with repeated cycles of 1 k
Ne1 sputtering and annealing at 500±C. The sample
was dosedin situ with acetylene until a coverage o
about 0.001 monolayer was observed in STM imag
Throughout the entire experiment, the sample tempera
was maintained at 8 K with a stability of better tha
0.01 K. The STM tip was precisely positioned ov
a molecule of interest by tracking a local extremu
in the STM topographical image with the feedback
and applying a known offset parallel to the surface.
induce the rotation of the molecule, the feedback was t
turned off, a voltage pulse was applied to the samp
and the tunneling current was recorded during the pu
Only isolated molecules were studied quantitatively sin
neighboring adsorbates can have a dramatic influence
the rotational motion [6].

An x-ray absorption study concluded that the C—
bond of acetylene is parallel to the surface and sign
cantly lengthened [10]. Rehybridization leads to a be
geometry [11] as depicted in Fig. 1a. The STM imag
are consistent with the plane of the molecule perpendi
lar to the surface and across the diagonal of the squ
formed by four Cu atoms. The “dumbbell” shape is a
tributed top bonding to the Cu atoms perpendicular
the C—C axis.

After positioning the tip and increasing the samp
bias voltage, sudden changes in the tunneling curr
are recorded as the molecule undergoes reversible r
tion between the two equivalent orientations (Fig. 1b).
bistable current is observed with the high (low) value co
responding to the orientation with the tip inside (outsid
the plane of the molecule. Plots of the time intervals sp
© 1998 The American Physical Society 1263
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic drawing of acetylene on the Cu(10
surface showing side and top views of the molecular adsorpti
site and orientations consistent with the STM images. Th
dashed line represents the outline of the dumbbell shap
depression in STM images. The asterisk shows the off-cen
position of the tip over the molecule. In the correspondin
STM images, the square lattice represents the Cu atoms
the substrate and was taken from an atomic resolution ima
of the same area with the C2H2 molecule adsorbed on the
tip. The distance between Cu atoms is 2.55 Å. The imag
were scanned at a tunneling current of 10 nA and a sam
bias of 100 mV. (b) Current during a 364 mV voltage
pulse over a C2H2 molecule initially in the high current
orientation; tip remains fixed 1.5 Å off center. Each jump i
the current indicates the moment of rotation of the molecul
(c) Distribution of the times the molecule spent in the high
current orientation with a fit to an exponential decay. Th
fitted time constant is 184 ms. The analysis includes a total
278 time intervals.

in the two orientations exhibit the expected exponenti
distributions (results for the high-current level are show
in Fig. 1c). The inverse of the time constant of this ex
ponential decay gives the rate of rotation for the chos
sample bias voltage and current. Results shown in th
paper are for positive sample bias voltage. At negati
bias, rates of rotation were reduced by approximately
factor of 2.

The rotation rates depend strongly on the injection poi
of the tunneling current as given by the position of th
tip. The rates show a monotonic decrease as the tip
moved away from the center of the molecule both insid
(Fig. 2a) and outside (Fig. 2b) the plane of the molecul
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FIG. 2. C2H2 rotation rates normalized to the current a
shown as a function of tip displacement from the center of t
molecule along thek010l direction (see Fig. 1a). (a) Rotation
per electron from the high current orientation to the low-curre
orientation. (b) Rotations per electron from the low-curre
orientation to the high-current orientation. Data taken for
sample bias voltage of 400 mV and a tunneling current
approximately 4 nA.

The dropoff in the rotation rate is anisotropic; rate
decrease faster for the low-current orientation than for
high-current orientation. The effective range of rotatio
corresponds to the spatial extent of the molecule in
STM image. Such a spatial dependence suggests or
specificity in the coupling of the tunneling electrons to th
rotation of the molecule.

A linear dependence of the rotation rate as a function
the tunneling current is found for both C2H2 and C2D2 at
various bias voltages below 10 nA. When the rotation ra
is normalized to the tunneling rate, a constant is obtain
(Fig. 3a). Similar results are obtained for tip position
both inside and outside the plane of the molecule. T
linear dependence of the rotation rate on tunneling curr
indicates a rotation mechanism involving the inelas
tunneling of a single electron. Deviations from lineari
can be seen for currents higher than 10 nA sugges
the increasing importance of excitation by more th

FIG. 3. C2H2 rotations per electron as a function of tunnelin
current for various sample bias voltages. The tip was po
tioned 1.5 Å laterally from the center of the molecule in th
k010l direction. Data shown are for rotation from the high
current orientation to the low-current orientation. Dotted lin
are least-squares fits to a constant using the first four data po
at each voltage.
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one electron. Only when the tunneling rate is less th
the vibrational relaxation rate, would one theoretical
expect a single electron process to dominate [12]. Th
is consistent with the crossover from single to multip
electron processes observed here.

The dependence of the rotation rate on the sample b
voltage at a chosen tunneling current shows a 10-fold
crease near 358 mV for C2H2 and a 60-fold increase nea
266 mV for C2D2 (Fig. 4a). By tuning the energy of
the tunneling electrons, the rotation rate for C2D2 was as
much as 40 times higher than for C2H2 under the same
tunneling conditions. Derivatives of the data show th
narrow voltage range of 20 mV over which the increas
in rotation rates occur (Fig. 4b). These voltages corr
spond to the peak positions observed in single molec
inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy with the ST
(STM-IETS) [13]. The 358 mV peak ind2IydV 2 results
from the excitation of the C—H stretch mode of C2H2,
which shows the expected isotopic shift to 266 mV fo

FIG. 4. (a) Rotations per electron for both C2H2 and C2D2 as
a function of sample bias voltage. Tunneling current used w
approximately 40 nA. Otherwise, the experimental condition
were the same as in Fig. 3. (b) The slopes of the data
(a). (c) d2IydV 2 spectra for C2H2 and C2D2 show STM-IETS
vibrational peaks at 358 mV and 266 mV, respectively. The t
was the same one used to collect the rotation data. The incre
in noise above the peak for C2H2 is the result of the rotation of
the molecule and a very slightly off-center tip position (within
0.2 Å of center). The tip was fixed in position vertically to
give a dc tunneling current of 1 nA at 249 mV sample bias.
rms modulation voltage of 5 mV was used. The spectrum is
average over four voltage ramps of 2 min each.
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the C—D stretch mode of C2D2 (Fig. 4c). The change
in tunneling conductance,s  dIydV , across the peaks
shown due to the inelastic tunneling channel isDsys 
11.8 6 0.2% and 8.6 6 0.2% for C2H2 and C2D2, re-
spectively. Such large inelastic tunneling conductance
are more consistent with a resonant tunneling mechanis
than the dipole scattering mechanism [13,14]. These r
sults clearly demonstrate that the dominant pathway fo
rotation is via the intermediate excitation of the C—H
or C—D stretch when these excitations are energet
cally allowed.

All results presented here were obtained with the sam
tip. When a second, slightly blunter tip was used to
repeat the experiments, the rotation rates were found
fall off less quickly with lateral tip displacement (the
dependence on current and voltage did not change
Compared to the results presented in Fig. 2, the rotatio
rate was 40 6 10% lower 0.5 Å from the center of
the molecule and about a factor of 2 higher 5 Å awa
from the molecule’s center. The spatial dimensions from
topographical images were also seen to broaden wi
the blunter tip. Furthermore, the change in the rotatio
rate near the center of the molecule corresponded wi
the change inDsys measured by STM-IETS at the
center of the molecule (the rotation rate could not b
measured exactly at the center of the molecule since t
tunneling currents are the same for both orientations
this case). The second tip used gave changes in tunnel
conductance ofDsys  6.2 6 0.2% and 4.5 6 0.2%
for C2H2 and C2D2, respectively—a48 6 2% average
reduction from the sharper tip.

The changes in tunneling conductance measured
STM-IETS can provide a direct measurement of the frac
tion of electrons which tunnel inelastically and excite the
C—H (C—D) stretch [14]. We can assume that the in
elastic tunneling current increases linearly for small incre
ments above the C—H (C—D) stretch energy. For th
sharp tip used here we can use the value ofDsys above
to approximate that 1% of the tunneling electrons excit
the C—H stretch at 400 mV. Therefore, for each C—H
excitation, the probability of rotation in the single-electron
regime (,10 nA) is approximately2 3 1028 (see Fig. 2).
A similar analysis of the C2D2 data in the single-electron
regime yields a value of1 3 1028 rotations per C—D
stretch excitation. The correspondence between the i
elastic tunneling conductance and rotation rates for diffe
ent tips confirms that the probability of rotation per C—H
(C—D) stretch excitation is tip independent. This proba
bility is also found to be independent of current (in
the single-electron regime) and voltage. For example,
450 mV approximately 2% of the tunneling electrons ex
cite the C—H stretch in C2H2 and the rotation rates are
approximately twice as high as at 400 mV (see Fig. 3
The inelastic current is, in general, nonlinear in voltage s
the inelastic fraction becomes more uncertain for highe
voltages. The small couplings of the C—H and C—D
stretch modes to the rotational motion show that thes
1265
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modes do not efficiently rotate the molecule. Rather, th
effect observed here has much to do with the large inela
tic tunneling channels which excite the C—H and C—D
stretch modes. Understanding the reason for the predom
nance of these stretch modes over other vibrational mod
in the IETS spectra would be an interesting area of theo
retical research. The electron-vibration coupling constan
is apparently very high between the relevant ion resonan
and the C—H (C—D) stretch modes [14].

Time resolved measurements have shown that an im
portant path for the decay of thensCHd stretch mode of
liquid hydrocarbons is via the excitation of twodsCHd
bending modes [15]. In inert gas matrices, the stretchin
vibrations of simple hydrogenated molecules have bee
determined to couple efficiently to nearly free rotationa
modes [16,17]. For CO, the rotational motion is hindered
and the energy in thensCOd stretch is transferred to the
librational modes [18]. The relaxation ofnsCHd stretch
in CH3S adsorbed on Ag(111) has also been attribute
to the excitation ofdsCHd bending modes [19]. Al-
though the relaxation rates on semiconductor surfaces a
generally smaller than on metal surfaces, the relaxatio
mechanism ofnsSiHd stretch for H adsorbed on Si(111)
involves the excitation of thedsSiHd bending modes [20].
In condensed media, the discrepancy in energies betwe
the stretch mode and the sum of the bending modes of t
molecule can be absorbed in the low energy excitations
the media.

In view of the vibrational relaxation studies of
molecules in condensed media, a likely mechanism
leading to the enhancement in rotation rates of acetylen
on Cu(100) involves the relaxation of thensCHd stretch
vibration to the bending vibrations. The reaction co-
ordinate is likely to be the molecule-substrate hindere
rotational mode. A more complicated rotation mechanism
involving conversion to an intermediate bridge site is no
likely as the molecule always rotates on the same hollo
site. Electron energy loss spectroscopy measuremen
of C2H2 on Cu(100) showed peaks at 357, 164, 141
118, 78, and 52 meV. These peaks were assigned
the nsCHd stretch,nsCCd stretch,dassCHd in-plane bend
or wag, dssCHd in-plane bend or scissor,gsCHd out-of-
plane bend or twist, andnsCMd molecule-surface stretch,
respectively [21]. Thus, thensCHd stretch mode may
relax by exciting a combination of bending and hindered
rotational modes, including overtones via anharmoni
coupling. The relaxation of the bending modes can lea
to further energy transfer to the hindered rotational mod
(reaction coordinate). Rotation occurs if enough energ
is transferred to the reaction coordinate from the initia
relaxation of thensCHd stretch. For tunneling energies
below thensCHd stretch, only the bending and hindered
rotational modes may be excited. Since these modes a
not observed in STM-IETS, these channels are weak b
apparently account for the small background rotation rat
(see Fig. 4). While the coupling of the stretch vibration
to the rotational motion is unambiguous, the detailed
1266
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mechanism of how this occurs is not precisely dete
mined. The observation of vibrationally induced rotatio
suggests that the rate of energy relaxation via excitati
of substrate modes is not fast enough to complete
quench the observed motions.

With the STM, it is now possible to induce and perform
detailed studies of the motions of a single adsorb
molecule. Single molecule vibrational spectroscopy wi
the STM can provide insight into the mechanisms whic
lead to nuclear motions. In future work, effects du
to intermolecular interactions can be introduced an
studied in a controlled manner. An understanding of t
vibrational and rotational motions, and their couplings,
essential for achieving control in the making and breakin
of chemical bonds.

Support of this research by the National Scienc
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